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QUESTION 1

Select two benefits of adopting a rule delegation strategy. (Choose Two) 

A. Adopting a rule delegation strategy allows business users and architects to focus on their specific tasks related to
application development and maintenance. 

B. Adopting a rule delegation strategy allows business users to change business policies more quickly by avoiding long
approval processes. 

C. Adopting a rule delegation strategy can help lower the overall costs of building and maintaining business applications
because fewer architects are required if business users can make changes to the application on their own. 

D. Adopting a rule delegation strategy can help improve the business\\' ability to adapt to changing business conditions. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which configuration allows you to control which user roles can add attachments to a case? 

A. Configure a privilege on the attachment category. 

B. Enable attachment-level security on the attachment category. 

C. Update the access control setting for adding attachments in the Access Manager. 

D. Configure a when rule on the attachment category. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following record types are editable on a production system? 

A. Dynamic System Setting 

B. SOAP Connector 

C. Data Transform 

D. Property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An application must support two case types. The case types are released into production on separate schedules. 
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Given these requirements, which specialization approach do you use? 

A. The case types are organized in the same class. Each case type is managed with a unique ruleset. 

B. All rules are managed in the same ruleset and circumstanced by case type. 

C. The case types are organized in unique classes. Each case type is managed with a unique ruleset. 

D. The case types are organized in unique classes. Both case types are managed with a single ruleset. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A requirement states that the Users role cannot open a purchase request during the Audit stage of the case life cycle.
How do you configure the case stage to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Apply a When record 

B. Apply an Access When record 

C. Apply a Privilege record 

D. Apply an Access Deny record 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://collaborate.pega.com/QUESTION/access-when-vs-privilege 
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